CHANI PROJECT introduction and the FUSE YEAR
TRANSLATED INTO MODERN GRAMMAR
Dedicated to Stella Lehalani

Excerpts from the article Nexus Magazine page 55 June/July 2011…The CHANI Project by “Acolyte”
… researchers started receiving communications from an Entity who claimed to be from a parallel universe/dimension/
timeline.
A remarkable and ground breaking interaction ensued.
For a period of five years, researchers asked the Entity a series of over 20,000 questions and received answers to more
than 95 per cent of questions asked.
In reviewing the research notes for this article, all the above projects at one stage seemed to have had a turn in merging
with the CHANI project and subject matter. One researcher commented:
"This is an orgasmic interaction between science, theory and spiritual awareness."
In October 1999, technicians began a series of software and hardware upgrades to all the collider [a ‘secret’ collider
somewhere in Africa] equipment and computer networks.
The purpose was to get the system infrastructure Y2K compliant.
It was soon apparent that the Y2K-compliant upgrades had a direct effect on the CHANI research project.
On 14 November 1999, contact with the Entity, which for five years was continuous and constant on a daily basis,
was effectively lost.
The Entity was verified to them in ways and methods that are still highly classified and which I can't elaborate on.
The Entity and Humanity
The Entity explained in some detail to the researchers that contact was made because the Entity was our equivalent of a "student"
and he had authority from his Elders to interact with, observe, study and learn from us.
The Entity explained that his Elders "noticed" us (we here on Earth) and our whole solar system cross onto "their" parallel
universe. The Entity also explained that we weren't the only race reaching this crossroads/ merge, but that they could see other
alien races from other planets in our solar system as well.
Our Entity was specifically tasked to study us (humans, Earth), while other students were tasked to study the other races and
planets corresponding to their planet and solar system. It was not just a merging or colliding of our Earth reality, but it was our
complete solar system colliding with the reality of another "parallel" solar system.
Although it was we humans (with some alien assistance/technology) who were "playing with dark and portal matters",
the result was that our whole solar system traversed into "their" universe of visibility/perception.
To help researchers get a timeframe for when this merging or colliding of realities would occur, the Entity gave them
"predictions" that served as indicators for when the time was close. The Entity's abilities and accuracy were verified
to researchers by predictions and indicators given during the five years of the CHANI project (these are still classified).
The predictions didn't come all at once, but were obtained/spread over the duration of the research project.
Although the Entity was in the "now", he was able to see events in our timeline that he shared with the researchers.
Some of these were a cosmic sonic-boom event and changes to our Sun and Jupiter.
All these predictions were to be used as a sequence of steps/indicators to identify the time (Fuse Year) when the big event
(the Merge) would occur.
this is the credo:
"Our whistle is blowing softly; if we blow too hard, some eardrums might pop, then everyone would be deaf."
And yes, I said "spiritual". Some might be pleasantly surprised if they knew how "spiritually oriented" the decision-makers in
Upper Echelon and other intelligence-gathering organisations are. They are fully aware of the spiritual impact that the coming
changes will bring to mankind. …
Now, all that remained was to wait patiently for the appropriate time to release the CHANI information to the public.
That time finally came in March 2008.
Birth of the "me tel u now" Thread
It was from the CHANI transcripts of over 20,000 questions and answers that the thread known as the
"me tel u now so u belive me after 15 may"
thread was started on the Godlike Productions forum.
Apart from amazing information and discourses on various subjects, the transcripts also contained a large number of
"predictions" or "calculations" (a term that the Entity used). We had the dates, but not the year.
The Entity never specified an exact year, but mentioned only months and days.
On various occasions, the Entity would also ask the researchers questions, which led to even more intrigue, insight and
contemplation.
To put it frankly, on some days the researchers were quite literally stunned.
By the end of 2009 my active participation/reveal on the thread was halted.
Rubicon officially pulled the plug. However, with certain events transpiring in 2010, it's been suggested that
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2012 may be the Fuse Year. Tom Horton in NEPHILIM STARGATES page 82 says 2012.9 providing his reasoning for that date
With the official Rubicon release of the BEZERK information (another thread, launched in June 2010), there exists a strong case
that the "oil sickness" and the problems in Japan mentioned by the Entity could relate to events in the BEZERK thread
(e.g., the Deepwater Horizon oil-well disaster, and the Japan earthquake*, tsunami and radiation contamination).
Hence my renewed yet "unofficial" interest in the CHANI project and information.
This article is meant to serve only as an introduction to CHANI and to provide some background. If there is enough interest or
demand, I hope to expand on topics covered by the Entity in further articles, even if it turns out that 2011 is not the Fuse Year.
What follows below are selected quotes from the Entity in no particular order or importance.
Many have asked me what are my favourites or most significant. I really can't answer that.
They are all up there; every single quote ranks top. invite you to visit the thread at Godlike Productions and you'll soon understand
*see or ask for the NOSTRADAMUS forum JAPAN NUCLEAR ACCIDENT at hiddentext@live.com.au
Below is the opening post on the "me tel u now" thread.
After reviewing more than 100 predictions, I decided on this collection to start the thread:
many things go wrong 15 may because door opens with
2
portal to dark matters not undestanding earth beings (1:84
sharon will dimise be4 15 may
mandela will dimise be4 15 may
thatcher will stroke be4 15 may
old bush will very sick be4 15 may
cheney will dimise be4 15 june
obama accident before 27 aperil
brown cheat be4
15 may
putin missing after
15 may

many worry people do crazy things"

Many things go wrong May 15, because portal door opens to
1
dark matters which earth beings do not understand
(9 :7)
Sharon and Mandela will die before May 15
Thatcher will have a stroke before May 15
George Bush Snr. very sick before May 15
Dick Cheney dies before June 15
Obama accident (airplane?)before April 27
Brown cheat before May 15
Putin missing (gone in space station). After May 15
Anarchy

japan warring thing will commenceing before 15 may
secretly

Japan warring.
Thing will commence secretly before May 15

oil gets very big sicknes no use anymore after 15 may

Oil becomes toxic before May 15 (April 2010) No more oil
after that big sickness (May 15 2012)
(March 2011 oil becomes radioactive passing by Japan
along ocean floor) then Peak Oil

big sicknes be4 15 may

Plague of virus illnesses antibiotic resistant vaccines
Started June 2011 – worldwide before May 15 2012

very moving earth on 17 aperil

APRIL 17 2013 Tectonic plates –

ocean not sleeping when heaven things happen
…beware many waters to come drown

The ocean rolls over land as great earthquakes

This is one of the first statements made by the Entity, and it was repeated at various times
u ask me many question me first answer u by xplain
to unerstan u and u in the univers u must unerstan these
things

You ask me many questions. First I answer by explaining
you must understand you in your universe.

first u must unerstan the ilusion of infinti
then u must unerstan the infinty of ilusion

First you must understand the illusion of infinity
Then you must understand the infinity of illusion

this mean noting but xplain everythings
so first u lern the u
then u lern the univers
then this xplain al and mean something"

This means noting (noticing?) but explains everything. So
first you learn the you
Then you learn the universe
Then this will explain all and will mean something

More references to oil sickness and to the Japan earthquake and radiation:
me post probabilitys ok

Advising of probabilities. These depend on current time
lines remaining on track (Project Camelot.org)

me cee crash plane on deck of us war ship 55 dimise
me cee us bomer crash sea

I see plane crash on deck of US war ship. Death of 55
I see bomber crash into the sea

me cee many dolfin and whale go suicide

I see many dolphins and whales suicide

me cee 250 plus more demise acident and crash of plane
europe people

I see more than 250 European people dead in a plane
crash. Hopefully this does not say “I see more dead with
over 250 planes crashing over Europe”
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me cee very moving earth again people of same shape eye
japan

I see tectonic plates event in Tibet/China/Korea/Inuit

me cee sicknes go people of india and people of korea

I see plague/radiation sickness go to India and Korea

me cee very oil sicknes people of america grow biger not
aford buy oil anymores

I see much illness from chemtrails American people.
Oil prices go so high no one can afford to buy it

me cee america people very angry go damage monument
there capitol ok

I see American people very angry. Anarchists go and
damage monument in the Capitol

me cee very big and final earth war this line time but u can
stop stil

I see huge and final world war this time line, but you can
still stop [this]

please forget oil yor oil become enemy after september yor
line time

Please forget oil. Your oil becomes [your] enemy after
September (2011) your time line. (Radioactive?)

oil get radiation as me tel u be4 why u not belive me
me cry 4 u"

Oil gets radiation, as I told you before. Why you not
believe me? I cry for you (see forum NUCLEAR JAPAN

On how we think, read and interpret:
write lanuage cause bad things 4 yor human history hold u
back

Writing language causes bad things for your human history
and holds you back. (See Forbidden Archaeology. Cremo)

beter draw pictures like sumar

Better to draw pictures like Sumerian

beter write image like egyptian

Better to write images like the Egyptians

write lanuage tel u what to think not how to think not good
thing 4 mind

Writing language tells you what to think, not how to think.
Not good thing for the mind

picture tel u how to think must use mind to read picture
good thing 4 mind

Pictures tell you how to think [for yourself]. Must use your
[own] mind to read picture. Good thing for the mind

picture u remember 4 ever write lanuage u forget soon not
think anymore

You remember pictures for ever. Written language you
forget soon. Not thinking any more

the reason sumaria write in picture is they want last
generation u to unerstan 2000 years later ok

The reason Sumerians wrote in pictures is they wanted
your last generations to understand 2000 years later

if they rite data on disk u not able deciferings disk 4 u not
have same reading device 2 read their data 2000 year later

If they wrote data on disk, you would not be able to
decipher disk because you don’t have the same device for
reading disk 2000 years later.

sumaria write on stone to survive al yor teknology ok and
alow u to stil unerstan 2000 years later simple ok

Sumerians wrote on stone to survive all your [different]
technologies. And still allow you to understand 2000 years
later.

The Entity explains free will:
me ask elders about explain frewil beter
elders say me explain like this

I asked the Elders about explaining free will [to you] better
Elders said to me: “explain like this”:

god give u eg
eg is there eg already created eg exist

God gives you an egg
The egg is there already. Egg is created. Eggs exist.

u use frewil decide what do about eg
u can make choice boil eg eat eg
u can make choice bake eg eat eg

You will use free will, decide what to do with egg
You can make the choice to boil the egg to eat
You can make the choice to bake the egg to eat

u can make choice u leve eg but eg get roten but eg stil
there

You can make the choice to leave the egg. Egg will get
rotten, but egg still there

u can make choice u not eat other animal so u throw eg
away eg get roten somewere else but eg stil exist u wil smel
eg eventualy

You can make the choice not to eat other animal (meat) so
you throw egg away. Egg [will still] get rotten somewhere
else but still exist. You will smell egg eventually
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eventualy u must decide and deal with eg

Eventually you must make a decision to deal with the egg

time colide is like eg
god make time colide

Colliding time is like the egg
God makes time collide

time colide is there time colide already created time colide
exist

Time is colliding. Time has collided there already. Time
[once] created collides, exists.

eventualy u must decide what u want do with time colide
and deal with it

Eventually you must decide what you want to do with time
colliding and deal with it.

u can not change what god created but with frewil u must
decide what u do with time colide ok

You cannot change what God created, but with Free Will
you must decide what you are going to do with colliding
time [what god created]

me say eat eg because eg good for u b4 get roten then eg
very bad 4 u"

I say “eat the egg, because eggs are good for you, before
the egg gets rotten – then egg very bad for you”.

The researchers asked the Entity to explain the concept of trinity:
first me try xplain mind body spirit
me xplain true trinity
trinity is mind body and spirit

First I will try to explain mind body spirit
I explain true trinity
Trinity is mind body spirit

trinity is farther child and mother

Trinity is father child and mother

yor sumerian symbol of sumeria queen is dove

Your Sumerian symbol of Sumerian queen is a dove.
(The dove is a symbol of a seer)

yor religion leaders long ago decide not use female 4
church leaders and leading

Your religious leaders long ago decided not to use females
for church leaders and [for] leading

so they remove female esence from child and remove
mother esence from spirit

So they removed the female essence from the child and
removed mother essence from the spirit

they then say trinity is father son and spirit al male esence

Then they said “Trinity is the Father and the Son and the
Holy spirit”

this was to distract deceive to change church and religion 4
male control only and dominating

This was to distract, to deceive, to change the church and
religion for [the purposes of] male domination and control

that where al yor religion go wrong in history

That is where all your religion has gone wrong in history

farther is the mind
son daughter or child is the body
mother is the spirit ok

The father is the mind
The child is the body
The mother is the spirit

the mother spirit esence is the balance is the harmony is
the glue

The mother spirit is the essence, is the balance, is the glue

the mother is between the farther and son or child

The mother is between the father and the child

the spirit is between mind and body
religion without mother spirit esence is not spiritual but false
teachings 4 control

Religious [belief] without mother spirit/essence is not
spiritual but is false teachings for control

trinity is the family of life
trinity is sum experince of mind body and spirit ok

Trinity is the sum experience of the mind body spirit

now me try xplain how get ready mind body spirit

Now, I will try to explain how you can get ready [for] mind
body spirit

make ready yor mind understaning whatever hapens

Make your mind ready to understand what happens

make ready yor spirit aceptance whatever hapens

Make ready your spirit [for] accepting whatever happens

make ready body not 2 fear 4 death body not real u only
vehicle u

Make yourself ready not to fear death. Your body is not
your only vehicle

me unerstan many u more scare pain of death than death
itself this only body scared …not real u

I understand many of you fear the pain of death more than
death itself. The body that is scared is not the real you

if death was painles then many more would partake ok yes
no

If death was painless then many more would partake –
agreed?

dimising is not ending but new begining progres

Dying is not the ending, but progress into new beginning

death is progres is grow"

Dying is progressing to grow
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On the law of attraction:
me try xplain this beter
u r god in yor universe
but u not god in gods universe

I will try to explain this better
You are god in your [own] universe
But you are not god in God’s universe

u need unerstan this
u can only be god in yor own universe
u can not be god in gods universe ok

You need to understand this
You can only be god in your own universe
You cannot be god in God’s universe

u not in yor own universe yet ok
u keep on belive u get yor own universe

You are not in your own universe yet
You keep on believing [and] you [will] get your own universe

this take many line times lived then u get yor own universe
you play god

This will take many time lines lived, then you will get your
own universe and you [can/will] play god

now u just belive u part god universe only
eventual u create yor universe by belive
but 4 now u r god in training ok

{For] now, you just believe you are part [of] god’s universe
eventually, you create the universe you believe in
But for now you are ‘god in training’

what u think u create
what u create by thinkings play very big role yes ok

What you think is what you create
What you create by thoughts plays a very big role - yes

The Entity referred to dolphins and mentioned their importance on a number of occasions.
Dolphins somehow balance certain vibrations on Earth.
Specifics were given, but that part was not cleared by Echelon for release.
We should keep an eye on dolphin behaviour and events involving dolphins.
Their behaviour heralds events and Earth changes:
this planet first al water
then ground comes

This planet was first all water
Then land comes

dolfin decideing to walk ground your planet
many wars happen

Dolphins decided to walk all round your planet, then many
wars happen

then dolfin evolv remember water glory
dolfin then go back and swim water glory

Then dolphins evolved, remembered water glory. Dolphins
then go back and swim in water glory

dolfin most clever on this planet line time

Dolphins are most clever on this planet time line

seawater has residu from dolfin comunication

Seawater holds residue from dolphin communication

dolfin sqeek cause vibration of seawater to becom beacon
and balance energy

Dolphins squeak causing vibrations in seawater to become
beacons and balance energies

dolfin more advanse than human this planet line time
u must study dolphin

Dolphins are more advanced than humans this planet time
line. You must study dolphins

dolfin always love al creature with god esense even human

Dolphins always love all creatures with god essence, even
humans

dolfin unerstan freedom of god esense many life time this
line time

Dolphin understand freedom of god essence, many life
times this time line

dolfin keep your earth balance

Dolphins keep your earth in balance

dolfin protect al planet and al creature on earth with god
esense

Dolphins protect all the planet and all creatures on earth
with god essence

now human kil 2 many dolfin be4 time we want rescu dolfin
bring them our planet share

Now humans kill too many dolphins – before time we want
to rescue dolphins and bring them back to share our planet

dolfin agree come our line time 15 may we prepare place

Dolphins have agreed to come our time line at May 15
and we have prepared their place

many dolfin already sacrifice for keep harmonics balance
yor planet and make yor suferings les

Many dolphins have already [made] sacrifice for keeping
harmonics in balance [on] your planet [to] make your
suffering less

very very big sufering coming and dolfin can not stop this
even they try be brave but not enough

Very very big suffering coming and dolphin cannot stop this.
They even tried to be brave, but [it’s] not enough

u must lern harmonics yor planet soon or u demise not
knowing anything and begin 0000 again

You must learn harmony with your planet soon or you die
not knowing anything and begin [at] the beginning again

yes sound dolfin make heal brainwave of al creature earth
dolfin sound cause synaps make beter contact in brain
make miracel hapen
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dolfin balanse harmonics of earth vortex ok

Dolphins balance harmonics of the earth’s vortex

many being live deep oceon and holow earth can give u
human answer and helpings

Many beings live [in the] deep ocean and hollow earth and
can give you humans answers and much help

when u unerstand oceon u wil unerstan how cosmic
travelings work easy ok

When you understand the oceans, you will understand how
cosmic travels work – easy

oceon have same compositing than space same element

Oceans have the same composition as space time element

u unerstan salt and water and magnet u wil unerstan life
and everything living

[When] you understand salt and water and magnet, you will
understand life and everything living

me tel u watch sun
me tel u watch dolfin
me tel u watch cern
me tel u watch pope

cee wat pope is doing and saying
cee wat moving is doing and why
ask yor leaders
yor leaders prepare

me tel u watch moving earth
cee wat yor sun is doing
cee wat yor dolfin is doing
cee wat cern is doing

u stil not prepare - why
0000 a.m. is here
make ready your mind
soul body now

Comments by the Entity on the spiritual evolution of aliens/extraterrestrials and ascension (some specifics remains classified):
they r many evolved fisical but not many evolve spiritul
u human have evolve more spritual then them
but they want hold on their wise teknology
their god is their technology

There are many evolved fiscally, but not many evolved spiritually
You humans have evolved more spiritually than they have
But they want to hold on to their wise technology
Their god is their technology

me unerstan yor acension asking wordings
me tel u now your acension is nothing more then mas abuction
thing ok

I understand your words asking [about] ascension
I tell you now, your ascension is nothing more than a
3
Mass abduction event (5:46, 4:44, 2:13 page 8 below)

we won war with reptile our line time long ago we evolve then
reptile yor line time keep u back u can not grow

We won war with reptile our time line a long time ago. We evolved
[since] then. Reptile your time line keeps you back [so] you
cannot grow

we kil many dragons many line times long ago
stil dragons left in holow ground yor line time yes

We killed many dragons many time lines long ago. {There are]
Still dragons left in hollow ground your time line

earth not solid
me not know al theory things
dragon like beings live holow ground stil
they good now
they very wise now
they peaceful like dolphin now

Earth is not solid
I do not know the theory of all things
Dragon-like beings still live in hollow earth [underground]
They are good now
They are very wise now
They are peaceful like dolphins now

me not know al these things
even stranger beings exist other line times
beings evolving al line times always never stop

I do not know about all of these things
Even stranger beings [do] exist in other time lines
Beings are evolving all time lines always. It never stops

we can speek to al creature who have mind 2 understan

We can speak to all creatures who have the mind to understand

Some questions asked by the Entity to the researchers:
me first question ask
wat purpose yor moon
me line time moon demise long ago
life become better with no moon
why u stil have moon

Asking my first question:
What purpose is your moon
[In] my time line, moon died a long time ago
Life became better with no moon
Why you still have moon?

wat purpose yor moon have u
moon not natural heaven body
moon put there by other being to control earth mood

What purpose [does] your moon have [for] you
4
Moon is not natural heavenly body (1:25 page 8)
Moon has been put there by other beings to control
mood on earth

without moon big calm comes over peoples no big storm
anymore only litel storm

Without moon, big calm comes over everyone.
4
No big storms anymore, only little ones (1:25 page 8)

without moon peace among people
elders say old race capture moon from space then put next earth
elders say moon forces work like time machine keep control time
moon also control mood of beings on planet in this time line

John Lear says the same thing

me have question me ask question now
me cee u xplore mars planet with many mony and resourcings
why u not xplore deep oceon yor own planet with same many
mony and resourcings

My question is:
I see you explore Mars planet with much money and resources
Why don’t you explore deep ocean on your own planet with
same money and resources

deep oceon give al aswers yor existencing and future
deep oceon have much knowledges u stil need lern

Deep oceans give all your answers for existence and your future
Deep ocean has much knowledge you still need to learn
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me tel u some secret
some places deep oceon water presures so big that air u breeth
can not buble to surface

I will tell you a secret
Some places [your] deep ocean pressures are so big that
Air that you breathe cannot bubble to the surface

this air traping cause big caverns where humans can live and do
breathings of good air and plant and live very wel

This trapped air has caused big caverns where humans can live
and breathe very good air. And plants live very well

deep oceons have many crystal solves al yor energising needs
no polution

Deep oceans have many crystals. Solves all your energy needs.
No pollution

u ignore yor best lifeline by not seekings answerings from yor
own deep oceon

You ignore your best life line by not seeking answers from
Your own deep oceans

god provide deep oceon why u not use what is given

God has provided deep oceans.
Why have you not used what is has been given

earth is a water planet yet u leaders look answers in space why
deep oceon have al answer for cosmic travelings this line time
why u ignore this in your history
when u solve mysteries of deep oceon u wil solve mysteries of
space ask dolfin they tel u this

Earth is a water planet yet your leaders look for answers in space
Deep oceans have all the answers for cosmic travels this time line
Why have you ignored this in your history
When you solve the mysteries of the deep oceans, you will solve
The mysteries of space. Ask the dolphins, they will tell you

me have more question me ask question now
what purpos religion when leaders not godlike not real gods
what purpos building tempel when no gods there
what purpos building church when no gods there
what purpos building mosk when no gods there
what purpos pray big wall when god not a wall
what purpos pray statue when god not a statue
what purpos pray river when god not a river
why cow holy when cow not even know god
why monkey sacred when monkey not even know god
only holy animals this time line is dolphin
not need pray dolfin like a god but must respect dolfin very much

I have more questions

me ask question now
why u adult stil drink milk
why u drink mother milk from other speci not human

Why do your adults still drink milk

me ask elders about gold elders say eye must ask eye ask now
where is this gold
yor leaders not keep gold
yor leaders not have many gold anymore

where is this gold

leaders always give yor gold to other planet beings
why u not know this u not wory gold
gold not keep place safe 4 yor family u not eet gold
biger wory when oil gets sickness

Your leaders always give your gold to other planet beings
Why do you not know this – you not worried [about] gold
Gold won’t keep you safe or feed your family
Bigger worry when oil gets radiation

me have question me ask question now
me cee ground sufer not water very dry people hungry
but oceon ful water
why u not take salt away from cea water and use on land

I see ground suffer, not enough water. Very dry, hungry people
But your oceans are full of water
Why do you not take salt away from sea water
And use on land

oceon enough water to make al ground even desert into forest al
people can eat nice enough

Oceans have enough water to make all ground, even desert,
Into forest. All people can eat enough

why u not pump oceon water everywere
u can make big bom but u can not make big fresh water from
oceon
big boms very bad big fresh water always good

Why do you not pump ocean water everywhere
You can make big bomb, but [yet] you can’t make fresh
water from the ocean. Big bombs very bad.
Big fresh water is always good

Why do you drink mother’s milk from other species

FROM “LOST THING” page four of the HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS
9: 7
WHO OPENS THE MONUMENT (Sphinx?) WILL
DISCOVER
the stage gate
(will) PROMPTLY GRASP AND NOT COME FORWARD:

3

1

BADLY ALLOW RIVALRY OCCUR, AND NO PROOF IN
CONTROL
COMPREHEND UTMOST INSIGHT – (spy) GLASS ~
AGE(S) ALTERNATE
alternate = go back and forth
BRETON KING 1ACQUAINT NORMAN
A 600 year gap using the Star Gate
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DIVIDED BY STRIFE, RED HATS - EXODUS
The red hats hand out the tiles as ‘tickets’ in the False Rapture
WHEN ERIDANUS SMALL GREYS OCCUPANCY IN THE
NILE DELTA
ACCOMPANIES GROWING FOG (PALL) IN VIRGO
BRINGING ABOUT DEEP ALTERNATE CAMPAIGN ~
BEYOND WISDOM *
Deep alternate meaning moving the Earth further out
ALBINO AS GUARANTEE AIRLIFT DAN ~ BIOLOGICAL
ORME (manna) ASSISTED
(Dan is in Scorpio)
Albino As must be a Tall White, is also described as ‘robed’
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AMENDED

TWO CHUNKY (‘caudex’ from Aldebaran or the Oannes)
AMENDED (Gen. engineered) DRONES ~ HAUL HILUM
This faction is “hauling” what seems to be a comet
SUCH TAUREANS (Aldebarans) OANNES, Zeta Herculean
FEMALE GREYS (drones) RE CASTS SET ~
CREATE MANNA
The manna is for the emergency
RECASTS: reassemble at Easter (SET)
LOWER SURFACE CAMOUFLAGED ~ DUO EXURB
AGGREGATED AS ONE
Lower surface of the space craft – the pair come out as one
Does this mean they have been “beamed”
R. E ACCOMPANY FLOWER SHAPED BELL1 (craft) ~
AIRLIFT ABOVE TOR KNOCK ~ PIG (rapture event)
(Pig: February 18 – March 17) TOR KNOCK = TECTONIC
PLATES
R: = Draco E: = Zeta Reticuli Herculis

 4 44
DRONES HAULED ~ AMENDED TWO CHUNKY HILUM
Two pieces of an asteroid
TAURUS SUCH OANNES/ANNUNAKI. ZETA HERCULIS
In Taurus the greys of treaty 9 and the Annunaki
CREATE MANNA – FEMALE GREYS SET - RECAST
CAMOUFLAGED LOWER SURFACE
Made invisible from below
(The) TWO COME OUT AGGREGATED AS ONE
ACCOMPANY FLOWER BELL – AIRLIFT ABOVE TOR
KNOCK RIP G.E.
3

AIRLIFT: the “rapture” but this date might be the ascension?
TOR KNOCK = tectonic plates RIP ~ in the Celt Zodiac E:
September 20/21/22 G: Celt Ivy September 30 – October 27

1 25

2

LONG LOST THING REGAINED, HIDDEN MANY
CENTURIES
Stage gate – the name Nostradamus gives it
.
MAKING APT USER (of stargate) HALF SIZE GOD
(He Rods)
DUE ICE AGE … HONOUR CONTRACT
ARRANGE/D ELDEST MOON4 ~ ALTER, ACHIEVE
LARGE ORBIT
Of the Earth?

1 84

THE MOON OVERSHADOWED ALL OVER, PROFOUND
UNCERTAINTY
Sack cloth of the Bible and one of the OMENS & SEALS
HIS BROTHER ORBITING, [Nibiru?] OF RUSTY COLOUR
(indeed: Oct 25th 2008 I photographed a red planetoid, and it was a
dark deep red colour to look at…
THE GREAT THING HIDDEN IN DARKNESS UNDERNEATH
FOR SO LONG

Star Gate ~ Stage Gate under Giza. Picture pg 21 LOST THING
PLANET X? but see also “Auriga” in footnotes OMENS & SEALS

BY THE OTHER FOUR – BRINGING GREAT CHANGES

RESTRAINED, SHACKLED; IN CASE OF BREEDING MENACE

‘the other Four’ additional to the “half size god” are those of 6 5
SAMAROBRIN: the SA,AM of the Anu, those from Chertan in Rib of
Leo, the DagOn (On) of Sirius and the R (Draco) – all four points
of the ‘ventilation’ shafts of the great pyramid

H Parks

H Parks

2 13
EXPEDITIONARY FORCES ~ BLOODLESS
CONSCIOUSNESS
Men in Black
NO LONGER BETWEEN ~ UPRISE BEYOND: - SLEEP
WALKING - ACTIVE AMONGST THE AGES
Because of using the Stage Gate
DAY OF DEATH IN ABEYANCE OF BIRTHDAY

visiting both day of birth and day of death – putting each aside

By using the Stage Gate
THE DIVINE SPIRIT:
BLISS3 WILL TRANSPORT THE SOUL
felice, taken as helice – a component of the Stage Gate
HELICE is also a key word for Ursa Major-MAR.GID.DA.
If ‘ARM’ (Cepheus) is added, you get ARM~MARGIDA
However, felicity means bliss
And BLISS3 MEANS PASSION/RAPTURE

Apparently the military fooled around with timelines, and
the Roswell greys have been trying to repair the damage
Google Dan Burisch

2 27

THE DIVINE WORD; CHANGES LAUNCH –
(LAUNCHES CHANGE)
CHILLED HORROR
WHO DOUBTS NOT THE PROCEDURE
(to) ADVANCE MORE:
OF INDISTINCT RANGE BOOM
CONSULTING THE SECRETS
WHAT ONE TRAVELS BY;
ACROSS AND AHEAD OF … (TIME)

SEEING AGELESSNESS:
ON ACTIVATION OF THE WORD

Literally seeing. Voice activation.
See or ask for WITH WAND IN HAND

Helen Parks

H Parks
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Some Closing Notes:
(a) English was the primary language used by the Entity. Another language was perfect Latin.
(b) The CHANI project was a natural outflow of the research done at the collider facility.
Among other things, the time-space fabric was tested and experimented on.
When protons collide, then what about time? Can times collide?
This was the irony of the research done at the collider.
They were looking at the possibility of times colliding—and the researchers were not disappointed.
The CHANI project was proof thereof.
Other aspects of the timeline phenomenon were also researched and tested,
e.g., time machines/devices, conscious projection of awareness of "human subject" forward or backward in time,
and projection of "objects" (mostly sub-nano quantum recording devices) forward and backward in time.
(c) I will comment briefly on aspects of the concept of time as it was covered in the CHANI research.
Time is linear and moves in a circle, i.e., a single line drawn in a circle: 0 to 0000, then back again to 0
(beginning to end to beginning).
There are many of these circular timelines and sometimes they interchange or cross each other.
Time is also elastic and can be stretched, resulting in a time-stretch phenomenon.
Some researchers commented on how déjà vu can fit into this paradigm, as well as on how the "time is elastic"
model seems to be the only workable model to describe and define time travel.
The "time is elastic" model also explains the colliding of realities at the same time.
As far as the CHANI project was concerned, the elastic properties of time helped to explain why no year was given, only dates.
A further "help" was how the Entity described the direct and "planned" influence of the Moon on the human perception of time.
The Entity explained that his Elders originally had calculated our dates using a 28-day, 13-month mathematical model,
but that they themselves couldn't decide on the appropriate maths and starting dates to use with our current timeline on Earth.
The procession of time and our awareness of time are directly controlled by our Moon.
The Moon has an effect on the body, mind and spirit of every living organism on this planet.
This is why the Entity's Elders destroyed their moon. They wanted to get rid of the moon's influence.
They received the advice to do so from inner-planet beings.
Without the moon, there were five immediately observable changes:
(1) The most notable changes were in the mood and temperament of the beings/civilisations living there.
Without the moon, they became more calm and peaceful.
Anxiety and emotional fear had a dramatic decline among the population and even the animals.
All living beings were affected.
(2) There were weather and climate changes.
The oceans became much calmer.
Heavy thunderstorms and lightning became a rarity.
The climate became balanced all over their planet.
Extreme cold or heat became something of the past.
(3) They developed an enhanced new colour spectrum.
They could see and differentiate between new colours in a way that they couldn't do before.
(d) I have to point out to the reader that there were certain topics that the Entity was very reluctant to address
or to provide more detail on, other than what was already covered.
Some topics were refused outright (these topics are classified).
One of these "reluctant" topics was the naming and description of inner-Earth beings,
their role in our development as well as the appointed hierarchy and who appointed such a hierarchy.

Does that make David Icke correct? Helen
Last Edited by nexuseditor on 5/31/2011 9:21 AM
"The nature of the universe is such that ends can never justify the means. On the contrary, the means always determine the end."
(Aldous Huxley)

‘what purpos religion when leaders not godlike not real gods’
“And the thought just occurred to me that the Y2K programming might have been just to
eliminate this communication”
from Nexus Magazine

Helen Parks
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In the tomb of
PSUNENNES 1

Circled in red
Electric light pole

Circled in red
Electric light pole
see the eyes on it
from The Book of the
Dead
Wallis Budge
page 22

Door Lintel Seti 1

1 is Cup/Crater asterism
2 is the Maya numeral for twelve and
3 is Musca (obs.) asterism now known as Aries.
Recently it came to my attention that the J-Rod
saved at Roswell told Dr Dan Burisch that he
came from a star system called The Wasp. That
star system was renamed Musca the Fly before
becoming part of Aries
On various vignettes of Cesar de Nostredame
can be seen a large fly, and Nostradamus had
named his assistant “UUilliem52” –
Dr Dan said his J-Rod was a “52”, and called
him “J-Rod52”, although he did have a name:
Che-ilah (as in “Che-rub”)

Helen Parks
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Door Lintel Seti 1

Musca the Fly from where
comes the J-Rod “Grey”
and on the right is an
aerial refueller

AERIAL
REFUELLER
in action
This so called
“desert hunting
scene”
is composed of
dates – all of it
except the
refueller
fully explained in
LANDS IN MELEESMELEES LAND

The sagittal joins point to the two brains which
Nostradamus said these he rod greys have
In the tomb of princess of Senusret II 1880BC

Helen Parks
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on the door lintel

Not mentioned here is that SHE is standing on top of the stage gate.
The significance of the Fly/Wasp is huge – since the discovery in the tomb of the Princess of Senusret II 1880BC
with a mummified He-Rod
The two keys in this vignette signify to use two of the three triple method forms of decoding. In this illustration,
they are the Alchemye List and the Celtic Keys

SINCE THE OLD OR FORMER WEB SITE HAS BEEN CLOSED DOWN –
FULL EXPLANATION IS ON THE NEW WEB SITE
www.hiddentextSofnostradamus.com
(BECAUSE OF NEW CODES & ARCHAIC FRENCH)
MANY OF THOSE FORUMS WHICH ARE STATED IN THIS ARTICLE
ARE GONE OFF THE WEB…SIMPLY WRITE TO hiddentext@live.com.au
April 16, 2013 – IRAN - A powerful, shallow 7.8 magnitude earthquake, which struck along the IranPakistan border, was felt in several countries in Asia Tuesday, rocking buildings in the Indian capital
of New Delhi and striking with powerful force in Iran, reports said. The earthquake measured 7.8 on
the Richter scale on Iran’s border with Pakistan, and appeared to be centered in the Khash, Iran, the
U.S. Geological Survey said. The earthquake was felt as far away as the Persian Gulf states, according
to the Reuters. The depth of the earthquakes was 15.2 km (9.4 miles) below the earth’s surface. In
New Delhi, which is periodically shaken by temblors, the distant quake could be felt through the city,
as buildings shook for more than 10 seconds

The Extinction Protocol
FELT FROM PAKISTAN TO NEW DELHI TO IRAN PERSIAN GULF
Helen Parks

THAT IS A LONG WAY
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